
Erasmus for the environment... 

“We are not what we do or what we think, we are just the footprint 

that leave” 
 

 
 
Erasmus is to share experiences, ideas, feelings… and why not, the land that inhabit. For this reason this year are 

knowing different activities that since each school carry out to learn, take consciousness and contribute our spot of 

sand for the improvement of the world where we live. 

Since the school Monmany, have decided to incorporate to our school some of the experiences carried out by the 

schools with which are realising this international exchange, building a more sustainable school and respectful with 

the environment.  

Many different activities have been proposed to us by the different countries (https://peda.net/hankkeet/erasmus-

iooe/opoe/enpres/egology-activities) so we have decided to begin carrying out an activity chosen between all the 

students of 4th, 5th and 6
th
 grade. 

 

Here are the three most voted activities four each group:  

4th: 

- In the playground ... We play clean! (selective collection of rubbish in the leisure space) - Netherlands: 30 

votes. https://youtu.be/I4XUU063Qxc 

- Put you the batteries!!! (Selective collection of batteries to the school) – Netherlands: 19 votes 

https://youtu.be/rqhfRXUr_Qo 

- ReciclART - (corner of recycling of materials to be used in plastic) - Netherlands: 16 votes 

https://youtu.be/FNj-Znxz0Sc 

 

5th: 

- In the playground... We play clean!!! (Selective collection of rubbish in the leisure space) Netherlands: 29 

votes. https://youtu.be/I4XUU063Qxc 

- Save electricity and turn off the lights (Posters to do a good use of the electricity) - Northern Ireland: 13 

votes. https://peda.net/hankkeet/erasmus-iooe/opoe/enpres/egology-activities/nia/save-electricity 

- Put you the batteries!!! (Selective collection of batteries to the school) – Netherlands: 7 votes 

https://youtu.be/rqhfRXUr_Qo 

 

6th: 

- Eco-bag (create our own design to bring the breakfast) - Greece: 32 votes. https://youtu.be/lE1puxbOxKI 

- We are what eat (incorporate the ecological diet to the school) - Sweden: 22 votes 

https://peda.net/hankkeet/erasmus-iooe/opoe/enpres/egology-activities/swedish-activities/first-activity 

- A world to build - (ecological handicrafts with recycled materials) - Greece: 20 votes 

https://youtu.be/lE1puxbOxKI 

 

And the winner is: 

In the playground... We play clean!!! (selective collection of rubbish in the 

leisure space) from Netherlands with 59 votes in total. 

https://youtu.be/I4XUU063Qxc 
 

We will keep you informed of this new challenge that they have proposed us ;) 

See you soon!!! 
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